
PLANNING a non-chronological report. (a 
mythical beast from Harry Potter)



Come up with a list of things needed for a 
successful non-chronological report. (another 
word for information page)

What can you remember?  

What features do you need to remember?



Come up with a list of things needed for a successful non-chronological 
report. What features do I need to remember?

Heading
Introduction 
Sub headings
Paragraphs
Technical vocabulary
Formal (no contractions)
Facts
Pictures with a caption
Diagrams with labels
Sometimes a conclusion
Sometimes a Glossary



Now have a look at a good example of a report 
about Blast Ended Skrewts! (You will need to open 
the other document!)

List the 
excellent 
features you 
can see from 
the page 
before. 



On the next few slides, you will see 
photographs of good examples from previous 
years. 



Set our 
neatly with 
paragraphs

Title/Heading 

Picture with caption 
to explain what it is. 

Sub-headings

Labels 



Great Introduction



Great Introduction



Great Introduction



Set our 
neatly with 
paragraphs

Title/Heading 

Picture with caption 
to explain what it is. 

Sub-headings



Fun fact box. 

Glossary for tricky words

Extra 
facts/statistics



Extra 
facts/statistics



Formal language – no contractions e.g. you would 
say would not instead of wouldn’t 
“One would find these…” This is VERY formal! But if you want  a challenge you could use it instead of 
“you”.  



TASK: 

Today, I would like you to research online or in books (if 
you have them) and start making notes about a 
magical OR mythical beast/creature/animal to 
write about next session.

It can be ANYTHING you like! Please keep your notes 
safe as you will be creating your non-chronological 
report tomorrow. 





Remember you will need: 

An introduction

Paragraphs about:

• Appearance

• Diet

• Habitat

• Behaviour perhaps?

Picture/diagram

Interesting facts

Formal language 

You are NOT 
writing your report 
today. 

You are gathering 
your information, 
facts and planning. 



Helpful sentence starters 
coming up….



Introduction

• The ….. also known as …

e.g. The Phoenix, also known as “the loyal bird” are often found flying around the 
castle of Hogwarts. 

• This magical creature

• Apparently this creature is known for…

Formal

One might think that …

One may find the (creature name)….

If one were to see this creature, you would see…

If one goes near …

One should be very cautious when approaching …

One does not need to be frightened of this creature, as despite their appearance, 
they are very gentle/placid.

One will see…



Diet

• The (creature name) likes to consume…

• Their diet mainly consists of…

• Occasionally, they might eat…

• Primarily, they eat … but they also enjoy …

• As day-to-day diet, these creatures enjoy/eat/consume…

Habitat

• Their native land is …  but they are also found …

• Their habitat is mainly …

• Originally, these beasts/creatures/animals come from …

• This creature resides at Hogwarts Castle

• They are often found ..


